Calculation of Stray Capacitances of MCG Coil include One
Turn, Single-Layer and Conductor Wire Filaments in
Rectangular form
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Abstract: This paper presents a new method called vespiary regular hexagonal (VRH)
model in order to calculate parasitic capacitance between conductor wire filaments of one
turn of coil (OTC) and between conductor wire filaments and liner and also total
capacitance of one turn of the helix magneto flux cumulative generator (MCG) coil include
single-layer conductor wire filaments in form of rectangular cross-section. In this paper,
wire filaments of the coil are separated into many very small similar elementary cells. In
this structure, an equilateral lozenge-shape basic cell (ELBC) with two trapezium-shape
regions is considered between two adjacent conductor wire filaments in one turn of the
generator coil. This method applies to calculate stray capacitance of one turn of the coil
with multi conductor wire filaments (CWFs).
Keywords: Magneto Flux Cumulative Generator, Single-layer, Stray Capacitance,
Vespiary Model.

1 Introduction1
In the design of a helix magneto flux cumulative
generator (MCG) (see Fig. 1.), in order to well and
correct performance of the generator, we need to obtain
a geometrical model with sufficient accuracy and
appropriate characteristics of geometrical components.
An appropriate geometrical model will increase the
accuracy of generator parameters calculation and hence
raises effectiveness and efficiency of the generator. In
the past studies the MCG coil was simulated only by
resistance and inductance [1]-[2]. In our studies we
have never seen the effects of stray capacitance in the
MCG modeling. In this paper, for the first time, the
effects of stray capacitance in the MCG are discussed
and analyzed. However in the past, high-frequency
behavior magnetic components are discussed in various
papers and literatures. But the problems related only to
the stray self-capacitances and H.F. resistance of a
single layer and multi layers inductors, coils, circuits of
electronic and electric in very small dimensions [3]-[6].
Also behavior of a transformer and determination and
calculation of the stray capacitances in the highIranian Journal of Electrical & Electronic Engineering, 2011.
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frequencies and high-voltages are discussed and
analyzed in [7]-[11].
Effects of stray and eddy currents in transformer are
described in [12]. The aspects related to the parasitic ac
winding resistances and core losses for single and
multiple-layer inductors, RF circuits and EMI filters,
electromagnetic field theory are discussed and analyzed
in [13]-[18]. The most recent important researches are
presented about high frequency magnetic components in
[19]. But in the literatures review we have not seen any
paper about stray capacitance modeling for the MCG.
The aim of this paper is to present a model to
calculate stray capacitance of MCG coil for one turn
with single layer and rectangular cross section.
Parasitic capacitance of the coil has significant
effect on generator function. The purpose of this paper
is to present a new method for predicting and
calculating stray capacitance of OTC with single-layer,
k-conductor wire filaments (k-CWFs) (k=number of the
conductor wire filaments) in form (arrangement) of
rectangular cross-section (Fig. 2).
The proposed method in this paper is a function of
various parameters, turn geometrical coordinates and
the number of CWFs in OTC. By using the presented
method, we can calculate stray capacitance of OTC.
Further in MCG, effects of electrical field will be
too much, because of two reasons; the voltage increase
in each turn during explosion progress and decrease of
the number of coil turns.
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It should be noted that electrical field produced by
operation of the MCG process and the lines of electrical
field produced by it, between turns of the coil and also
between turn and cylindrical liner placed at the coil
center, make turn-turn ( Ctt ) and turn-liner ( Ctl )
capacitances.
Analysis presented in this paper applies for coils
include single-layer with filamentary conductors in form
of rectangular cross-section. Frequency increase in the
coil of MCG makes skin effect and proximity effects
which finally causes increase of resistance of the coil
turns. Also, because of capacitance in the system,
resultant impedance of the generator will increase.
Therefore, to calculate total capacitance of one turn
of coil (OTC), we need to calculate:
• Stray capacitance between conductor wire filaments
in one turn, wire filament - wire filament capasitance
( Css ) .
• Stray capacitance between wire filaments of one turn
coil and liner, wire filament – liner capasitance ( Csl ) .
2 Algorithm and Method of Capacitance
Algorithm used in this paper is as follows:
(a) Considering an overall model for equivalent circuit
of OTC.
(b) Calculation of filament-filament capacitance ( Css )

and filament-liner ( Csl ) capacitance.
(c)

Calculation of filament-liner capacitance ( Csl ) .

(d) Calculation of total parasitic capacitance C(k) for
OTC.
(e) Simulation of total parasitic capacitance C(k) for
OTC.
(f) Total stray capacitance of OTC of the MCG can be
modeled by a lumped capacitance connected between
the terminals of OTC, as shown in Fig. 3, [5].

Fig. 1 Helix generator (MCG) with explosive detonator.
(a)before explosion, (b) during explosion.

Fig. 2 View of OTC of the MCG includes single-layer kCWFs in form of rectangular cross-section.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 3 Equivalent circuit of OTC of the MCG. a) Equivalent
circuit of OTC of the MCG b) Simplified equivalent RLC
circuit of the generator OTC

2.1 Assumptions for OTC Including k-CWFs
In order to draw details of Fig. 3, we suppose
following assumptions.
A) We neglect the capacitance between nonadjacent wire filament turns of OTC.
B) Air gap between all CWFs in a turn of the
generator coil and central cylindrical liner are equal and
considered to be Z. Because air gap between CWFs and
central cylindrical liner is much bigger than the
diameter of the cross-section of one turn of the coil, so it
could be neglected by a slight error. See Fig. 5.
C) We neglect capacitance leakage effects
between edges of two CWFs and also between edges of
CWF and central cylindrical liner of the MCG.
Figure 4 shows capacitances produced between
CWFs of only one turn with liner, which includes the
following:
1- Filament-filament capacitance ( Css ) between

non-adjacent wire filaments in a turn of the coil.
2- Filament-filament capacitance ( Css ) between
adjacent wire filaments in a turn of the coil.
3- Filament-liner capacitance ( Csl ) .
Figure 5 shows the cross-section of OTC with one
layer of CWFs which has been wounded uniformly. It is
clearly seen that, in order to calculate the capacitance
between two CWFs of OTC, first we consider a regular
hexagon with perfectly equal angles, 2 π / 3 radian and
perfectly equal sides that each side be equal to y in
round cross-section of each CWF so that the center of
this hexagon overlaps with the center of the round
cross-section of each CWF.
Arcs opposite to sides of this hexagon are perfectly
equal because of geometric equality of sides. Now,
consider an equilateral lozenge-shaped basic cell
(ELBC) composed of two trapezoid shape regions
(regions 1 and 2 of Fig. 7). Extension of the sides of this
equilateral lozenge will pass from two adjacent apex of
hexagon and will be tangent to external surfaces of
adjacent CWFs.
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Fig. 6 An abcd equilateral lozenge-shape basic cell for
calculating filament-filament capacitance. a) Vespiary regular
hexagon (VHR) region b) abcd basic cell.
Fig. 4 View of total stray capacitance of one turn includes
several wire filaments of the MCG coil in non real scale.

In this paper, "g" is a function of two CWFs
elementary surface positions of OTC with angle "g" and
is not constant. Thus, position of each elementary
surface for each circular CWF in a turn of the generator
coil could be stated by angle "g" coordinates (Fig. 7).
3 Filament-Filament Capacitance Between Two
CWFs in OTC
3.1 Structure of ELBC of Vespiary Model
Figure 7 shows an equilateral lozenge basic cell
'abcd' which forms filament-filament capacitance ( Css ) .

Fig. 5 Rectangular cross-section of one turn of the MCG coil
include single-layer CWFs in non real scale.

Here, the hexagon region which is similar to a
regular hexagon network and also similar to vespiary is
called vespiary regular hexagonal (VHR) region.
Figures 6 and 7 show lozenge basic cell abcd related
to filament-filament capacitance ( Css ) . By looking at

It was clearly seen that the geometric structure of the
basic cell is the same for two adjacent CWFs of the
same layer and two adjacent CWFs of different layers.
Thus, internal region of the cross-section of one turn of
coil could be divided into similar basic cells and only
adjacent cells to central cylindrical liner will be
different from filament- filament cell.

Figs. 5 and 6, we can find geometric symmetry of
CWFs of OTC. By considering this geometric symmetry
of CWFs, fraction of electric field lines which exit from
a CWF, is completely surrounded by two adjacent
CWFs around this CWF. By considering the geometric
symmetry of the coil, electric field lines should be
divided equally among two adjacent CWFs.
If we consider two close adjacent CWFs in one turn,
then dc elementary capacitance between two elementary
surfaces of these two CWFs with area of dS which are
opposite to each other will be:
(1)
ds
dC =
g(β)
(2)
ε = ε0 * εr

where, ε r is relative permittivity and ε 0 = 8.85*10−12 is
vacuum permittivity and g(β) is length of electric field
lines between two elementary conductor surfaces which
are opposite to each other.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 7 View of path g(β) of electrical field lines E under angel
β between two adjacent CWFs in OTC of the generator. a)
View of g(β) path of electrical field lines under β angle b)
Two trapezium-shape regions 1 and 2 in ELBC
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By an approximation and simple preliminary
assumption, we can suppose all basic cells to be similar
and identical. These basic cells include a region of the
periphery of the CWFs, which correspond to angle of
π / 3 radian. (See Fig. 6).
Therefore, in order to obtain filament-filament
capacitance of one turn of coil, we should integrate (1)
under angle of π / 3 radian. This expression can be
accepted for CWFs which are surrounded by two other
adjacent CWFs, because of geometric symmetry as
shown in Figs. 5, 6 and 7.
By approximation, we can neglect the edge
capacitance and fringing effects. Therefore, we can use
the same angle of π / 3 radian for CWFs which are not
perfectly surrounded.
For equilateral lozenge-shape basic cell (ELBC)
shown in Fig. 6, three different regions are crossed by
electric field lines that they are:
1- Insulating coating region of the first CWF.
2- Insulating coating region of the second CWF.
3- Air gap region between two above CWFs in
OTC which are adjacent.
Therefore, elementary capacitance of dC between
adjacent CWFs in OTC of the generator is equivalent to
series combination of three elementary capacitors in
three above regions. In other words, first capacitor is
related to insulating coating of the first CWF, second
capacitor is related to air gap between two adjacent
CWFs and third capacitor is related to insulating coating
of the second CWF. Surfaces of CWFs are considered
co-potential by a relatively good approximation.
As you can see, the direction of electric field lines
between two adjacent CWFs in OTC is in radial form.
By a good approximation, we can consider the shortest
possible path which is parallel to the line connecting
two centers of two adjacent circular CWFs, as the path
of the electric field lines under consideration. This
approximation applies for small amounts of β angle
which has a main role in filament-filament capacitance
( Css ) . For big amounts of β, error of this approximation
will increase, so that big amounts of β lead to increase
the capacitance value in comparison with the actual
value. Anyway, the filament-filament capacitance of
surfaces will decrease when β amounts increase. Also
by increasing of β amounts, error amount produced in
capacitance will be negligible.
3.2 Capacitance of Insulating Coating ( C ) Between
Two Adjacent CWFs in OTC of the Generator
In this section, a method is presented to calculate
capacitance of insulating coating in one turn of the
MCG coil. Fig. 8 shows a cylindrical elementary surface
placed between the surface of CWFs and the surface of
insulating coating.
Elementary capacitance related to this cylindrical
insulating will be:
ic
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Fig. 8 View of cylindrical elementary cross-section placed in
insulating coating in non-real scale.

r *dβ *dh
(3)
dC = ε ds = ε * εr * ic
g(β)
0
ic
dr
ic
Integration of this equation for the range of radius
(r) from the radius of CWF without insulating coating
( rw ) to outer radius of CWF with insulating coating

(r )
w − ic

and for h (turn length of CWF) from zero to turn

length of CWF

(L ) ,

shows the capacitance of

ts

insulating coating limited to elementary angle of dβ as:
l ts

dC = ε * ε r *dβ * ∫ dh
0
ic
0

rw − ic

∫

rw

r
ic
dr
ic

(4)

So we have:
l

ts
dβ
⎛r
⎞
(5)
−
w
ic
⎟
ln ⎜
⎜ r
⎟
⎝ w ⎠
Furthermore since two insulating coating of two
CWFs in one turn of the coil are combined in series
form, so insulating coating elementary capacitance of a
basic cell of two adjacent CWFs with β angle will be:
dC = ε * ε r *
0
ic
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1
1
2
(6)
=
+
=
dCic−ss dCic dCic dCic
Therefore elementary capacitance of insulating
coating of a basic cell is
l
ts
(7)
dC
dβ
= ε * εr *
0
ic→ss
⎛r
⎞
2 * ln ⎜ w − ic ⎟
⎜ r
⎟
⎝ w ⎠
As a result, by integration of (7) on β, capacitance of
insulating coating of two adjacent CWFs in OTC of the
generator is obtained by:
l
ts
(8)
C
(β) = ε * ε r *
β
0
ic→ss
⎛r
⎞
2 *ln ⎜ w − ic ⎟
⎜ r
⎟
⎝ w ⎠

two adjacent CWFs will be combined in parallel form,
so we have:
(15)
dCss (β) = dC (β) + dC (β) = 2*dC (β)
ss1
ss2
ss1
where, dCss1 (β) is total capacitance of region 1 and
dCss 2 (β) is total capacitance of region 2 between two
CWFs that by considering the geometrical symmetry of
two regions 1 and 2 in Fig. 7, the capacitances of these
two regions are equal.
Since elementary capacitance of insulating coating
and elementary capacitance of air gap between two
adjacent CWFs of each two trapezoid shaped regions 1
or 2 are combined in series form, so by considering
(15), total capacitance between two adjacent CWFs will
be:

3.3 Air Gap Capacitance (C ag ) Between Two

Therefore by considering the effect of insulating
coating, total filament-filament capacitances ( Css ) of two

Adjacent CWFs in OTC of the Generator
Considering Figs. 6 and 7, angle of β is:

dC
*dC
(β)
ic → ss
ag → ss
dCss (β) = 2*dC (β) =
ss1
dC
+ 2dC
(β)
ic → ss
ag → ss

(16)

adjacent CWFs in OTC of the MCG is:

(9)
g(β)
D w −ic
Therefore the length of the paths of the electric field
which is a function of β angle will be:
(10)
g(β) = D w −ic * (1 − cos(β))
The area of elementary surface of the CWF which
has insulating coating and is in form of an elementary
ring of length (l ts ) (turn length of the CWF) will be:
(11)
1
ds = *l ts * D w −ic dβ
2
Capacitance between two adjacent CWFs relation to
air gap in one turn will be:
ds
dC = ε *
(12)
ag
0 g(β)
cos(β) = 1 −

Total capacitance of dCag→ss related to air gap

Css (β) =

ε *l
0 ts
dβ
⎛D
⎞
1
−
w
ic
−
⎟ε
1 − cos(β) + 2 * ln ⎜
⎜ D
⎟ r
w ⎠
⎝

(17)

By integration of (17) and by considering range of
angle (β) from zero to π / 6 and by replacing
parameters, value of capacitance ( Css ) between two
adjacent CWFs will be:
⎛
⎛ π ⎞⎞
Arc tan ⎜ tan ⎜ ⎟ ⎟ * K2
⎝ 24 ⎠ ⎠
⎝
C = ε *ε *l *
ss
0 r ts
K3

where

K1 =

Dw−ic ,
Dw

K2 = ε * ( ln(K1) )
r

−1

(18)

+1

and

2
K3 = ε *ln(K1) + ( ln(K1) ) .
r

between two adjacent CWFs will be:
dCag→ss (β) = ε *
0

lts * D

lts
w−ic
dβ = ε *
dβ
0
2 * g(β)
2 * (1 − cos(β))

(13)

Therefore, we can obtain air gap capacitance

( Cag→ss )

between two adjacent CWFs in OTC of the

generator by integration of (14) in β = π / 6 . Thus we
will have:
π
(14)
β=
1
1
Cag→ss (β) = * ε * l ts ∫β=06
β
d
2 0
1 − cos(β)
4 Calculation of Filament-Filament Capacitance
C ss Between Two Adjacent CWFs in OTC of the
MCG
Since capacitances of two regions 1 and 2 between

5 Filament-Liner Capacitance Between one CWF
in OTC and Liner

To calculate filament-liner capacitance

(C ) ,
sl

first

we use (5) to calculate the capacitance of insulating
coating which is placed between CWF and liner. Here
we remind that we have only one insulating coating for
calculating filament-liner capacitance.
So we have:
ε *ε *l
(19)
= dC = 0 r ts dα
dC
ic → sl
ic
⎛r
⎞
ln ⎜ w − ic ⎟
⎜ r
⎟
⎝ w ⎠
Besides, path length of electric field lines in air gap
between CWF and imaginary ψ line which on average
passes from the middle of coil turn, is equal to Z. Also,
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the basic cell of filament-liner capacitance is bigger and
wider than the basic cell of filament-filament
capacitance and a part of the perimeter of the CWF
which by an approximation and simplified assumptions,
conforms to 2π/3 radian, will include the basic cell of
filament-liner (Fig. 7). Considering Figs. 6 and 7, the
value of angle α is:
2g ( α )
(20)
cos( α ) = 1 −

D

w − ic

Thus, path length of electric field that is function of
angle α will be:
(21)
D
* (1 − cos(α))
g(α) = w − ic
2
The area of elementary surface of the CWF which
has insulating coating and is in form of an elementary
ring of length lts (turn length of the CWF) will be:
(22)
1
ds = *l * D
dα
w − ic
2 ts
Also, capacitance between CWF and central
cylindrical liner related to air gap is:
(23)
ds
dC

ag→sl

=ε *
0 g(α ) + Z

where dC

is total capacitance related to region 3

ag→sl

of air gap between CWF and central cylindrical liner.
So, by considering above explanations and equations
(21), (22), and (23), the air gap capacitance of filamentliner of region 3 is:
(24)
ε *l *D
dC

ag→sl

0

(α ) =

ts
w − ic dα
2(g(α ) + Z)

Thus to replace (21) in (24), air gap capacitance
between wire filament and liner in regain (3) will be:
dC

ag→sl

(α ) =

ε *l *D
0 ts
w − ic
dα
D
* (1 − cos(α )) + 2Z
w − ic

(25)

Considering Figs. 6 and 7 and considering that α is
between zero to π / 3 and also by integration of (25),
value of the air gap capacitance between liner and CWF
of region (3) that place in one turn will be:
⎡ (D
+ Z) ⎤
w − ic
⎥
Arc tan ⎢
3+ Z
⎢
⎥
(26)
⎣
⎦
C
(α) = ε *l * D
*
ag→sl

0

ts

w − ic

Z* 1 +

D
+Z
w − ic
Z

Since capacitance between CWF and central
cylindrical liner of two regions 3 and 4 are combined in
parallel form, we have:
(27)
C (α ) = dC ( α ) + dC ( α ) = 2 * dC ( α )
sl

sl3

where
dC

sl4

dC

(α )

sl3

(α )

sl4

sl3

is total capacitance of region (3) and

is total capacitance of region (4) between CWF

and central cylindrical liner and considering the
geometrical symmetry of two regions 3 and 4 in Fig. 7,
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capacitances of these two regions are equal.
Considering the series combination of air gap
elementary capacitance and insulating coating of
trapezoid shaped region 3 or 4, then the total equivalent
capacitance between CWF in OTC and central
cylindrical liner with considering (27) is:
dC
* dC
ag → sl
ic → sl
dC (α ) = 2 * dC (α ) =
sl
sl3
dC
+ 2dC
ic → sl
ag → sl

(28)

Therefore we have:
l 2 *D
2
ts
w − ic
dC (α ) = 2 * ε ε *
dα
sl
0 r K4 + (K5 *[ε ε l ])
0 r ts

K4 = (2ε * D
* l ) * ln(K1)
0
w − ic ts
K5 = 2Z + D
(1 − cos(α)) .
w − ic
So C (α) will be:

where

(29)
and

sl

⎡

C (α) = K10*
sl

K9

Arc tan ⎢

⎣ K6 + K7 + K8

*

1 ⎤

⎥

3⎦

(30)

K6 + K7 + K8

where K6 = ε 2 * Z(D

+ Z) ,
r
w − ic
K7 = D
* ε (D
+ 2Z) ln(K1) ,
w − ic r w − ic
2 * ln 2 (K1) ,
K8 = D
w − ic
K9 = ε (D
+ Z) + (D
* ln(K1)) and
r w − ic
w − ic
.
K10 = 2 * ε * ε * l * D
0 r ts
w − ic

6 Total Stray Capacitance of OTC of the MCG

In order to obtain total stray capacitance of one
single-layer turn of the MCG coil in form of rectangular
cross-section, as it is shown in Fig. 9, first by using
filament-filament capacitance ( Css ) and filament-liner
capacitance ( Csl ) corresponding to Fig.10, we calculate
total stray capacitance C(k), single-layer adjacent kCWFs of the MCG coil.
A network composed of lumped capacitors
according to Fig. 10 can describe total stray capacitance
(filament-filament plus filament-liner). So equivalent
circuit can be modeled by a total stray capacitor
network C(k) [5].
Fig. 11 shows a network of lumped capacitors for
one turn that has single-layer k conductor wire filaments
(k-CWFs) in form of rectangular cross-section and is
wounded around the central cylindrical conductor liner,
that for one turn, capacitor network of Fig. 11 should be
solved.
Central cylindrical conductor liner can be considered
as a node that filament-liner capacitance ( Csl ) is
connected to this node.
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C
C(k = 2) = C(1, 2) = C + sl
tt
2

(31)

For more number of wire filaments, first we
consider three adjacent wire filaments of the MCG coil.
Equivalent capacitance of this capacitor network with
three wire filaments (k=3) can be obtained by splitting
) into two halves and applying the
capacitance ( C
s(2)l

Δ / Υ transformations (Fig. 12).
So, we will have:
Fig. 9 One turn of the MCG coil includes single-layer kCWFs in form of rectangular cross-section with cylindrical
liner placed in center of the generator coil.

For OTC of the generator that is composed of many
CWFs in itself, first we consider two adjacent wire
filaments among wire filaments in one turn of the
generator coil for these two filaments (k=2), capacitance
of network consists of capacitance ( Css ) between two
wire filaments 1 and 2 that is parallel with the series
)
combination of the filament-liner capacitances ( C
s(1)l

and ( C

s(2)l

and ( C

s(2)l

), which C

s(1)l

)
=C
= C , where ( C
s(1)l
s(2)l
sl

) are capacitance between wire filaments 1

and 2 with central cylindrical liner of the generator
respectively.
So, equivalent capacitance of these two adjacent
wire filaments is:

C(k = 3) = C(1, 2, 3) =

Fig. 11 Lump capacitors of one turn include single-layer kCWFs of the MCG coil in non-real scale.

(32)

In order to obtain total capacitance of four wire
filaments in one turn, we can consider one more wire
filament at the side of three wire filaments. So, total
capacitance is equal to capacitance of previous
arrangement (i.e. two wire filaments), which is in series
form with filament-filament capacitance and parallel to
the series combination of filament-liner capacitance.
Therefore, for k=4, we will have:
C(k = 4) = C(1, 2, 3, 4) =

C * C(2)
C
ss
+ sl
C + 2 * C(2)
2
ss

(33)

In order to obtain the total capacitance of k-CWFs,
we can add one wire filament to previous wire filaments
in each time.
Therefore, total stray capacitance of one turn of the
MCG coil with any number of wire filaments can be
calculated by mentioned method.
So for OTC of the MCG composed of single-layer
k-CWFs, we have:
C(k) =

Fig. 10 Geometrical space of one turn include single-layer kCWFs and cylindrical liner placed at center of the coil turn
and filament-filament parasitic capacitance (Css) and filamentliner parasitic capacitance (Csl) in non-real scale.

C
C
ss + sl
2
2

C * C(k = 2)
C
ss
+ sl
C + 2 * C(k = 2)
2
ss

(34)

where, C(k-2) is stray capacitance of (k-2) wire
filaments of OTC of the MCG composed of k-CWFs
and k is the total number of wire filaments existing in
OTC of the generator.
Two layers k-CWFs turn is affected by higher stray
capacitance than single-layer turn. Also it is affected by
higher resistance at high frequency operation. Thus,
using two-layers k-CWFs turn is not proper for the
MCG inductors designed for high-frequency operation.
On the other hand, the overall stray capacitance of coils
with three layers decreases, but the solution of the
lumped capacitor network becomes more complicated.
Also the proximity effect increases as the number of
layers increase. Therefore by considering the above
causes, single-layer coils should be used at high
frequencies at the MCG system.
7 Results of Simulations
Considering Figs. 13-15 and simulation related to the
total capacitance C(k) of OTC, if turn length of CWFs
(lts) and cross-section diameter of CWFs in coil turn
(Dw) increases and the air gap between CWFs and
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considering above results, to decrease the total stray
capacitance of single-layer k-CWFs, we should increase
the number of CWFs in turn and air gap between CWFs
and central cylindrical liner (z), on the other hand, we
should decrease cross-section diameter of CWFs in coil
turn (Dw) and turn length of CWFs(lts).

Fig. 12 Capacitance between four adjacent CWFs in one turn
wounded around the central cylindrical liner.

8 Verification of the Results
In this paper by considering the limitations and
problems of the MCG explosion, in order to examine
and study the results accuracy, the proposed method to
calculate stray capacitance is compared with the results
of reference [5]. In this case study we assume that the
MCG has one turn with parameters as follow:
D

w − ic

= 49.5 *10−2 mm ,

Fig. 13 Total capacitance of one single-layer turn of the MCG
(l ) for different turn lengths of CWFs.
ts

ts

w

= 45 *10−2 mm ,

π
mm , ε = 3.5 , ε = 8.85 *10−12 , β = ,
0
r
6
= 4.4925 *10 mm , Z = 50 mm .

t = 22.5 *10
l

D

−2

By using equation (17) and with considering to
above mention characteristics capacitance Css will be:
π/6
Css = ∫0

8.85 *10 − 12 * 4.4925 *10 − 2
dβ
⎛
(3.5)− 1 ⎞
⎛ 49.5 *10 − 2 ⎞
⎜
⎟
⎟
1 − cos(β) + ⎜ 2 * ln ⎜
⎟
⎜ 45 *10 − 2 ⎟
⎜⎜
⎟⎟
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠

=

3.894 pF.
Also by using the results of [5] with same above
parameters we will have Css=3.934 pF.
So we can see that the calculated filament-filament
capacitance Css by equation (17) is almost same as
filament-filament capacitance Css in reference [5].
Fig. 14 Total capacitance of one single-layer turn of the MCG
for different cross-section diameters of CWFs.

Fig. 15 Total capacitance of one single-layer turn of the MCG
for different air gaps between turn and liner.

central cylindrical liner (z) decreases, then the total
stray capacitance value of single-layer k-CWFs in form
of rectangular cross-section in OTC will increase. On
the other hand, we can see decrease of total stray
capacitance value of single-layer k-CWFs by increasing
the number of single-layer CWFs in one turn. Therefore
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9 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a new method that called
VRH model, in order to calculate stray capacitance
between single-layer CWFs in OTC in form of
rectangular cross-section in the MCG system.
The total stray capacitance of OTC of the MCG that
include single-layer k-CWFs was obtained from two
simplified equivalent circuits with distributed
parameters. Final model includes the resistance serried
with equivalent inductance of each CWF and paralleled
with filament-filament capacitances between adjacent
CWFs.
The presented method applies well and is true to
calculate the stray capacitance of single-layer CWFs
turn in form of rectangular cross-section. It was seen
that the number of CWFs existing in one turn has effect
on total stray capacitance of the MCG. The presented
model is simple and the number of CWFs, diameter of
CWFs existing in one turn of the MCG coil, kind of the
insulating coating, thickness of insulating coating of
CWFs and turn length of CWFs will be effective on
total stray capacitance of the generator.
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Also, in order to decreease total straay capacitancee of
single-layer k-CWFs in onne turn of thee coil, we shoould
decrease the diameter of CWFs circulaar cross-sectioon (
WFs length (l
o increase air gap
D ) and CW
( ) and also
w
ts
between CW
WFs and centtral cylindriccal liner (z) and
number of CWFs in one tuurn.
On the other
o
hand, byy consideringg the simulatiions
results, we saw that by inncreasing the CWFs
C
numbeer in
one turn of thhe coil, the caapacitance vallue of one turnn of
the MCG cooil will decreaase. Finally thhe verificationn of
simulation foor filament-fillament capaciitance is obtaiined
with compare to results off reference [5].
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